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We examined mechanisms underlying Si nanocrystal formation in Si-rich SiO2 using a combination
of quantum mechanical and Monte Carlo �MC� simulations. We find that this process is mainly
driven by suboxide penalty arising from incomplete O coordination, with a minor contribution of
strain, and it is primarily controlled by O diffusion rather than excess Si diffusion and
agglomeration. The overall behavior of Si cluster growth from our MC simulations based on these
fundamental findings agrees well with experiments. © 2007 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2800268�

I. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of efficient room temperature lumines-
cence from silicon nanocrystals �nc-Si� embedded in an
amorphous silicon oxide �a-SiOx� matrix1,2 has generated
significant interest in the nc-Si/a-SiOx system because of its
potential applications in electronic, optoelectronic, and opti-
cal devices in Si-compatible technology.3–7 Earlier experi-
mental investigations suggested that the absorption and lumi-
nescence properties of oxide embedded Si nanocrystals are
governed by a complex combination of the size, shape, and
size distribution of Si nanocrystals; the atomic structure,
bonding, and defects at the crystal-matrix interface; and the
composition and structure of the oxide matrix.8 This implies
that atomic-level control of such structural properties will
offer great opportunities in development of nc-Si based de-
vices. At present, however, many fundamental aspects of the
synthesis and structure of nc-Si embedded in a-SiOx are still
uncertain, despite significant efforts over recent years.

High temperature annealing of amorphous Si-rich SiO2

�a-SiOx, x�2� has been widely used to synthesize embedded
Si nanocrystals.9–12 The formation of nanocrystals has often
been described by the nucleation, growth, and Ostwald rip-
ening of Si precipitates in the oxide matrix.12,13 However,
this model fails to explain some important characteristics in
nc-Si growth, including strong nc-Si size dependence on ini-
tial Si supersaturation and rapid nc-Si formation at the early
stage of annealing with very slow ripening.12 Note that, ac-
cording to the Ostwald ripening theory, the nc-Si size is pri-
marily determined by the thermal stability difference be-
tween different sizes of nanocrystals rather than the amount
of excess Si atoms. In addition, the major driving force of
nc-Si formation has not been clarified.

In this paper, we attempt to identify mechanisms under-
lying Si nanocluster formation in a Si suboxide matrix during
high temperature thermal treatment. We first present the driv-
ing force of Si cluster formation, particularly the effect of
strain and suboxide penalty as well as the role of diffusion of
O and Si atoms. Then, based on the fundamental findings, we
present a kinetic model for the formation of Si clusters in

a-SiOx, with a qualitative comparison between our simula-
tion results and experimental observations available in the
literature.

II. MAJOR DRIVING FORCE

Recent theoretical studies14 have predicted that excess Si
atoms in a-SiO2 are incorporated into the Si–O bond net-
work, rather than undergo diffusion and agglomeration. This
suggests that Si cluster formation in a-SiOx is attributed pri-
marily to chemical phase separation into Si and SiO2. Thus,
to determine the major driving force of the phase separation
we calculated changes in the total energy of suboxide matrix
with varying Si/O ratios.

We used the continuous random network �CRN� model15

to construct defect-free model structures of a-SiOx. Each pe-
riodic supercell consists of 64 Si atoms and corresponding O
atoms at a given Si/O ratio, with a volume �V� given by

V = VSi�NSi − NO/2� + VSiO2
� NO/2,

where NSi and NO are the number of Si and O atoms, respec-
tively. The unit volumes of a-Si �VSi� and a-SiO2 �VSiO2

� are
extracted, respectively, from corresponding experimental
densities of 2.28 g/cm3 �Ref. 16� and 2.2 g/cm3.17 Starting
with a randomized configuration, each suboxide system was
relaxed via a sequence of bond switching based on metropo-
lis Monte Carlo �MMC� sampling. Using Keating-like
potentials,18 bond transpositions were performed at tempera-
tures of 5000, 3000, and 1000 K sequentially with approxi-
mately 850N, 600N, and 200N trials, respectively, where N is
the total number of Si and O atoms in the supercell. Overall,
calculated structural factors from this approach agree well
with previous experimental measurements and other simula-
tion results available in the literature. For instance, our cal-
culations yielded an average Si–Si–Si bond angle of
�109.3° with a standard deviation of �10° in a-Si, and an
average Si–O–Si bond angle of �150° with a standard de-
viation of �11° in a-SiO2, in good agreement with
experiments.16,17

We also used density functional calculations to further
relax the CRN structures. All structures and energetics re-
ported herein were calculated using Vienna ab initio simula-
tion package �VASP�,19 a planewave density functional
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theory �DFT� program. The electron exchange-correlation
energy was described within the generalized gradient ap-
proximation �GGA� �PW91 �Ref. 20��. Vanderbilt-type ultra-
soft pseudopotentials21 were used for both Si and O atoms. A
planewave cutoff energy of 300 eV was used. Brillouin zone
sampling was performed using the Monkhorst-Pack
scheme.22 The convergence of calculation results with re-
spect to cutoff energy and k point was carefully examined.
Increasing the cutoff energy and the k-point mesh size to
400–450 eV and �2�2�2�, respectively, resulted in no sig-
nificant variation in the relative energies and atomic configu-
rations of suboxide matrices considered. All atoms were fully
relaxed using the conjugate gradient method until residual
forces on constituent atoms become smaller than 0.02 eV/Å.

Figure 1 shows the variation in the relative energies of
a-SiOx �x=0–2� with respect to Si–Si and Si–O bond ener-
gies obtained from c-Si and c-SiO2 ��-crystobalite�, respec-
tively. For each suboxide system, we considered two differ-
ent atomic configurations, but their energy difference was
minimal such that here we present the average values. The
total increases in the relative energies of a-SiOx can be de-
coupled in terms of the changes of suboxide energies and
strain energies:

�Etotal = �Esubox + �Estrain.

The suboxide �penalty� energy ��Esubox�, introduced by
Hamann,23 can represent the increase in Si–Si and Si–O bond
energies due to incomplete O coordination. For a given sub-
oxide system, the total suboxide energy can be evaluated by
adding suboxide penalties associated with Si atoms in inter-
mediate oxidation states �+1, +2, +3�.24 Using periodic Si1+,
Si2+, and Si3+ model structures �as shown in Fig. 2�, we
obtained the penalty energies of 0.53 eV, 0.56 eV, and
0.28 eV for Si1+, Si2+, and Si3+, respectively, in good agree-
ment with previous DFT results.23,24

The strain energy ��Estrain� represents the increase in en-
ergy arising from lattice distortions, associated with bond
stretching, bond angle bending, torsion strain, and nonbond-
ing interactions �such as van der Waals interaction and elec-
trostatic interaction�. Here, for each suboxide system �Estrain

is estimated by subtracting �Esubox from �Etotal.
As expected the suboxide energy varies noticeably in a

parabolic fashion with the Si:O ratio, but the variation in the
strain energy turns out to be insignificant. This indicates that
the phase separation in a suboxide matrix is mainly governed
by suboxide penalty, with a minor contribution of strain. We,
however, expect that strains induced at the nc-Si/SiOx inter-
face due to volume mismatch may influence the structural
evolution of small Si clusters where the interface effect can
be significant. The stability and crystallization of small Si
clusters ��2 nm in diameter� are under investigation, but
they are beyond the scope of this present paper.

III. ROLE OF SILICON AND OXYGEN DIFFUSION

We examined the role of Si and O diffusion in the phase
separation of SiOx. Suppose that O atoms undergo diffusion

FIG. 1. �Color online� Variation in the relative energies of SiOx �0�x
�2� with respect to c-Si and c-SiO2 ��-crystobalite� energies as a function
of the O:Si ratio. For each suboxide system, the total increase in the relative
energy ��Etot� is obtained by subtracting the Si–Si �in c-Si� and Si–O �in
�-crystobalite� bond energies from the total energy. The suboxide energy
��Esubox� represents the sum of suboxide penalty energies of Si atoms in +1,
+2, +3 oxidation states and the strain energy ��Estrain� is the difference
between �Etot and �Esubox. In this analysis, for 64 Si atoms per supercell,
the numbers of Si0, Si+, Si2+, Si3+, and Si4+ are �64, 0, 0, 0, 0�, �13, 39, 11,
1, 0�, �0, 18, 29, 16, 1�, �0, 2, 11, 36, 15�, and �0, 0, 0, 0, 64� for O/Si ratios
of 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, and 2, respectively. The energy values are given with

respect to �NSi–Si+ �ÊSi–O / ÊSi–Si��NSi–O�, where NSi–Si and NSi–O are the

number of Si–Si and Si–O bonds and ÊSi–Si and ÊSi–O are strain energies per
Si–Si �in a-Si� and Si–O �in a-SiO2�. For inset figures, the large �yellow�
and small �red� balls represent Si and O atoms, respectively.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Schematic illustration of structural models for Si2O,
SiO, Si2O3, yielding Si atoms in +1, +2, +3 oxidation states, respectively,
together with SiO2 �with an oxygen vacancy as indicated�. The large �yel-
low� and small �red� balls represent Si and O atoms, respectively.
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via hopping from a Si–Si bond center to another �which cor-
responds to O vacancy diffusion�, the diffusion barrier is a
function of the oxidation state of three Si lattice atoms
�which are directly involved in the diffusion event, such as
SiA, SiB, and SiC in the schematic above Table I�. As listed in
Table I, the predicted barrier varies from 2.6 eV,
3.9 eV to 4.4 eV, respectively, in crystalline Si1+, Si2+, and
Si3+ model systems �Fig. 2�. The barrier for single O vacancy
diffusion increases further to 4.6 eV in c-SiO2. The O diffu-
sion barriers were calculated using the nudged elastic band
method �NEBM�.25 For each case, we initially sampled 16
intermediate images between two local minima along a dif-
fusion path, and then determined the saddle point using the
climbing NEBM method.26 While varying from site to site in
the amorphous matrix depending on the local geometry
around the O vacancy site, the O hopping barrier is also
primarily governed by the oxidation state of neighboring Si
atoms. Our recent DFT studies14 also showed that Si diffu-
sion can be mediated by O vacancies which may convert to
mobile SiO pairs and bond-centered Si atoms, and also cre-
ate E�-type defects. Therefore, Si self-diffusion appears fa-
cilitated by O vacancies in a-SiO2,27 with an overall activa-
tion energy of 4.74±0.25 eV.28

We should admit that diffusion of Si and O atoms in the
Si-rich amorphous oxide matrix will be more complex than
what we consider here, given existence of a high density of
O vacancy related defects, such as E�-type defects particu-
larly during high temperature annealing.29 Irrespective of
this, our previous DFT-GGA calculations30 predicted that ex-
cess Si atoms prefer to exist in a-SiO2 rather than c-Si �or at
the c-Si/a-SiO2 interface�. This is consistent with earlier
experiments31 which demonstrated that most of Si atoms
emitted from the c-Si/a-SiO2 interface during thermal oxi-

dation migrate into the a-SiO2 part. Furthermore, the lifetime
of diffusing intermediate states, such as bond-center Si or
SiO pair, is very short because they easily transform into O
vacancies with no sizable barrier. Thus, most of excess Si
atoms likely remain as O vacancies in the a-SiO2 matrix.
This leads us to expect that the growth of Si nanopaticles
will be controlled primarily by O outdiffusion from Si-rich
regions rather than excess Si diffusion and agglomeration.
However, it is also worth pointing out that Si diffusion will
lead to a change in the spatial distribution of O vacancies,
which may in turn affect indirectly the formation of Si nano-
particles.

IV. GROWTH MECHANISMS

Based on these fundamental findings, we developed a
kinetic model for the formation of Si clusters in a Si subox-
ide matrix. Given that strain and Si diffusion play a minor
role, as illustrated in Fig. 3, we can �1� simplify an amor-
phous suboxide structure using a rigid diamond-lattice
model, with Si atoms at lattice sites and O atoms at Si–Si
bond centers and �2� allow only O atoms to diffuse through
O-empty sites. The oxidation state of each Si atom is evalu-
ated by counting the number of its next neighboring O at-
oms. The magnitude of Si supersaturation is controlled by
varying the number of O-empty sites.

For kinetic Monte Carlo �KMC� simulations, the barrier
for O diffusion is given in terms of the oxidation states of
three Si neighbors, �i.e., SiA, SiB, and SiC as shown in the
illustration above Table I�. SiA has four different oxidation
states �from Si1+ to Si4+�, SiB three oxidation states �from
Si1+ to Si3+�, and SiC four oxidation states �from Si0 to Si3+�.
Hence, there are 48 �=4�3�4� combinations of oxidation
state. Here, we approximate O diffusion barriers in the sub-
oxide matrix by interpolating barriers computed for crystal-
line Si1+, Si2+, Si3+ model systems and crystalline Si �see
Fig. 2�. For a set of diffusion events having the same total
oxidation state �of three Si neighbors�, based on the case

TABLE I. O diffusion barriers �Em in eV� used in KMC simulations for
some selected events �mnk→ �m−1�n�k+1�, where m, n, and k are the
initial oxidation states of SiA, SiB, and SiC, respectively�. The values in
bold are computed using crystalline Si1+, Si2+, Si3+ model structures �Ref.
23� as well as c-SiO2 �O vacancy�, as indicated. The rest are approximated
by interpolating the computed values.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Schematic illustration of a Si suboxide model em-
ployed in KMC simulations. An amorphous suboxide matrix is simplified
using a rigid diamond-lattice model, with Si atoms at the lattice sites and O
atoms at the Si–Si bond centers. The large �yellow� and small �red� balls
represent Si and O atoms, respectively.
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with the highest suboxide energy, we approximate a barrier
by interpolating the computed barriers, as listed in Table I.
For a case having a lower suboxide energy, the correspond-
ing diffusion barrier is estimated taking into account the en-
ergy gain with respect to the reference case �with the highest
suboxide energy in each set of the same total oxidation
state�. For instance, O diffusion from the oxidation state of
�SA ,SB ,SC= +1, +1, +1� to �0, +1, +2� is assumed to re-
quire overcoming a barrier of 2.64 eV, with a return barrier
of 3.14 eV �=2.64−�Esubox, where the suboxide energy dif-
ference between the initial and the final states is �Esubox=
−0.5 eV�. Note that for the total oxidation state of +3 the
combination of �+1, +1, +1� yields the highest suboxide
penalty energy.

In addition, a penalty energy of 0.5 eV is considered
when an O atom diffuses into a crystallized Si region. This is
to take into account the relative energy of O atom in between
amorphous and crystalline Si layers; that is, our DFT-GGA
calculation predicts that O atoms prefer to exist in a-Si,
rather than in c-Si, with an energy gain of 0.5 eV/atom.
While no definitive kinetic model for crystallization of em-
bedded Si clusters is available, here we assume that Si clus-
ters larger than 2 nm �in diameter� are crystallized within a
few seconds of annealing.

With the approximated barriers, O diffusion rates are
evaluated by D=D0 exp�−Em /kBT�, where D0 is the prefac-
tor, Em is the diffusion barrier, kB is the Boltzmann constant,
and T is the substrate temperature. Here, the prefactor D0 is
assumed to be 2.6 cm2/s.32 At each KMC step, one diffusion
event is chosen to take place according to its probability, and
the KMC simulation time �tKMC� is advanced by

�tKMC = − ln Z/�Ri,

where Z is a random number ranging from 0 to 1, and Ri

�=�0 exp�−Em /kT�� is the rate constant for the ith event. The
effective O jumping frequency is given as �0= �6D0 /�2�1/2,
where the jumping distance � is set to be 2.6 Å.

This simplified diffusion model, yet physically sound,
should be sufficient for identifying mechanisms underlying
the formation of Si clusters in a suboxide matrix. However,
we should also admit the limitation of current model in de-
scribing the structural evolution of embedded Si clusters
with annealing time, which requires further investigations
into Si cluster crystallization and O diffusion at various oxi-
dation and defect conditions.

Using the simple kinetic model, we performed KMC
simulations for three different levels of Si supersaturation,
10%, 20%, and 30%. Figure 4 shows a series of snapshots
from the simulations. Here, while the number of Si atoms �at
the lattices� is kept constant at 27 000, the number of O
atoms �at the bond centers� varies according to the Si:O ratio.
Initially, O atoms are randomly distributed. For the same
KMC annealing time �tKMC� at 1373 K, the diameter of Si
clusters increases substantially with the degree of supersatu-
ration, consistent with experiments.12 Fernandez et al.12 also
attempted to explain the strong correlation between the clus-
ter size and the initial superstauration by introducing cluster-
cluster interactions into the Ostwald ripening model �based
on excess Si diffusion and agglomeration�. While the prox-

imity effect is still uncertain, our growth model �based on O
outdiffusion� explains well the correlation between the Si
cluster size and initial supersaturation.

From KMC simulations, we have also found that at the
initial stage of annealing a number of small Si clusters start
to form via O outdiffusion. A high density of small clusters
leads them to join together to grow, through continued O
outdiffusion from Si-rich regions. Most of the small clusters
are somewhat elongated rather than spherical. As the cluster
size gets larger while the cluster density is lower, Si clusters
become gradually more compact. Our KMC simulations
clearly demonstrate that the formation of Si clusters occurs
rapidly by O outdiffusion from Si-rich regions at the early
stage of annealing.

When two clusters exist closely with a sufficient amount
of O vacancies between them, they can be connected via O
outdiffusion from the gap region, as shown in Fig. 5. The
combined cluster rearranges itself to form a compact shape
through O diffusion along the cluster-matrix interface, low-
ering the suboxide energy by reducing the interface area.
Note that the interface commonly has a higher suboxide en-
ergy. This may look like a conventional coalescence process;
however, the clusters do not move toward each other as men-
tioned above. Hereafter, this growth process is referred to as
“coalescencelike,” as opposed to conventional coalescence.
The coalescencelike behavior is mainly responsible for Si
cluster growth at the early stage of annealing where the clus-
ter density is sufficiently high.

As demonstrated in Fig. 6, from KMC simulations we
have also identified that larger Si clusters grow at the ex-
pense of smaller ones. This phenomenon resembles “Ostwald
ripening;” however, it turns out that smaller clusters shrink

FIG. 4. �Color online� Series of snapshots from KMC simulations of phase
separation in Si suboxide with the initial Si supersaturation of �a� 10%, �b�
20%, and �c� 30% at 1100 °C. Here, only Si0 atoms are displayed. The box
size is 8.1�8.1�8.1 nm3.
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and eventually disappear by reoxidation, not by dissolution.
That is, as phase separation proceeds, an increase in the ma-
trix oxidation state leads to reoxidation of smaller Si clusters
during high temperature annealing. We refer to this growth
behavior as “pseudo-Ostwald ripening,” as opposed to con-
ventional Ostwald ripening. This pseudoripening process be-
comes important when the density of clusters is low so that
they are separated by large distances. Our KMC simulations
predict that the ripening process takes place several orders of
magnitude slower than the coalescencelike growth. This is

not surprising considering the difficulty of nc-Si reoxidation.
The KMC result is consistent with experiments that show the
fast growth of Si clusters at the early state of annealing,
followed by slow ripening.12 Our study also suggests that the
coalescencelike behavior is mainly responsible for the big
variation of Si cluster size with the Si:O ratio.

V. SUMMARY

We present the underlying mechanism of Si nanocrystal
formation in an amorphous Si suboxide matrix based on ex-
tensive first-principles-based atomistic modeling. The theo-
retical effort includes density functional calculations for de-
termining the energetics of suboxide matrices with varying
Si:O ratios and the structure and diffusion of single O and Si
atoms in the suboxide system, metropolis Monte Carlo simu-
lations for generating the structure of amorphous Si subox-
ides, and kinetic Monte Carlo simulations for identifying the
formation mechanism of Si nanoclusters in a Si suboxide
matrix. The results predict that the formation of oxide em-
bedded Si clusters is primarily attributed to chemical phase
separation to Si and SiO2, which is mainly driven by subox-
ide penalty, with a minor contribution of strain. The phase
separation turns out to be primarily controlled by diffusion of
O atoms rather than Si atoms. From kinetic Monte Carlo
simulations based on these fundamental findings, we have
identified two growth mechanisms: “coalescencelike” and
“pseudo-Ostwald ripening.” The former is mainly respon-
sible for fast Si cluster growth at the early stage of annealing
where the clusters are close to each other, while the latter
becomes important when the density of clusters is low such
that they are separated by large distances. Our simulation
results also show that the ripening process takes place sev-
eral orders of magnitude slower than the coalescencelike
growth, and the prevailing coalescencelike growth behavior
results in a big variation in the Si cluster size with the Si:O
ratio. The results agree well with experimental observations
that show strong dependence of the cluster size on the initial
Si supersaturation as well as rapid formation of Si clusters at
the early stage of annealing with very slow ripening. While
the simple but physically sound growth model presented here
explains well the intriguing growth behavior of Si nanoclus-
ters in amorphous Si suboxide, further investigations into Si
cluster crystallization and O diffusion rates at various
oxidation/defect conditions are required to develop an im-
proved kinetic model for precise description of the structural
evolution of embedded Si nanoclusters.
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